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Abstract 
A well-formed ordered space is a totally ordered set equipped with any topology which possesses 
a subbase consisting entirely of initial and final segments of the set. The well-formed ordered 
spaces are the structures obtained by repeatedly taking subspaces, quotient spaces and inverse 
limits, starting from a collection of totally ordered sets with the interval topology, and the paper 
studies their properties. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
If, from a collection of ordered sets endowed with their interval topologies, one con- 
structs ordered quotient spaces, subspaces and inverse limits, the topologies the new 
spaces inherit are not, in general, the interval topologies. What can be said about the 
topologies which do arise from these operations? 
Some remarks, first, on terminology. Ordered, throughout, will mean totally-that is 
to say, linearly--ordered, and we shall use ordered space to mean any ordered set with a 
topology. Nevertheless-and with no pretensions to consistency-we use the customary 
acronym LOTS (abbreviating ‘linearly ordered topological space’) for an ordered set with 
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the interval topology. An ordered space is called well-formed if-like a LOTS-its topol- 
ogy can be generated by a collection of initial and final segments; and such a topology 
will be called a ray topology (Section 3). Among the familiar topologies on the ordered 
reals, the discrete, the indiscrete, the usual, the upper, the Sorgenfrey and the Michael 
topologies are all ray topologies; the cofinite topology is not. 
The category OrdTop of ordered spaces and order-preserving continuous functions 
admits natural definitions of subspaces and quotient spaces, and every inverse system 
in the category has a limit; and, with these definitions, all subspaces, quotient spaces 
and inverse limits of well-formed spaces-in particular, of LOTS-are themselves well- 
formed spaces (Section 4). Conversely, every well-formed space can be constructed in 
this way from LOTS [18]; so the well-formed spaces are the objects in the smallest 
full subcategory of OrdTop which contains the LOTS and is closed under the three 
constructions. 
It is clear that the class of well-formed spaces contains the generalized ordered (or 
GO) spaces of Tech [7], defined as those ordered spaces which are subspaces of LOTS; 
and these are in fact simply the well-formed Tt-or, equivalently, Hausdorff-spaces 
(Section 5). One would consequently expect well-formed spaces to display, at least in 
weakened form, many of the properties of GO spaces; and a class of well-formed spaces 
which includes the GO spaces and has properties resembling theirs particularly closely is 
the class of selective spaces, introduced in Section 7. 
Selective spaces are defined by a separation axiom which lies between axioms TO 
and T, and which-like TO and Tt-is a condition on the specialization of a space: 
that is, on the relation ‘2 E cl(y) between its points. If we call two topologies on the 
same set equivalent when they have the same specialization and coequivalent when the 
specialization of one reverses that of the other, then, given an ordered set, each equiva- 
lence class of ray topologies on the set has a smallest member+all this an irreducible 
topology-and with every irreducible topology we can associate a dual: the irreducible 
coequivalent topology (Section 6). All the T, topologies on a set are-trivially-both 
equivalent and coequivalent; and the irreducible (and hence self-dual) T, topologies are 
the interval topologies. 
Two related groups of selective spaces-the Khalimsky and the Smyth spaces [ 14,20]- 
together with their dual spaces, are described in Section 8. Each of these spaces is both 
connected and irreducible, and in fact every connected selective space is irreducible and 
has a connected selective dual space. In Section 9, which deals with connectedness, 
we exhibit an algorithm for constructing all the connected selective spaces on a given 
ordered set. Among these are the locally connected examples of the COTS of Khalimsky 
et al. [15]. 
The last three sections of the paper are concerned wholly with properties of selective 
spaces. Section 10 establishes that irreducibility, together with a complete and bounded 
ordering, is a necessary and sufficient condition for a selective space to be compact; 
Section 11 contains results concerning inverse limits of selective spaces; and Section 12 
presents two theorems which extend to selective spaces some relations between the 
cardinal functions on LOTS. 
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Kopperman has remarked [ 161 that a useful procedure for the analysis of a topological 
space in which the specialization relation is not symmetric-in particular, a space which 
is Ta but not Tl--is to pair its topology with a second, coequivalent topology, making it 
into a bitopological space [ 131, in which the symmetry is, in a sense, restored. Ordered 
sets equipped in this way with two ray topologies-in particular, with dual topologies- 
have properties which straightforwardly generalize many of the properties of LOTS. Their 
theory is developed in [ 171. 
2. Ordered sets and spaces 
Let X be an ordered set. An initial (respectivelyfinal) segment of X is a subset which, 
whenever it contains a point p, also contains all points 4 satisfying 4 < p (respectively 
CJ > p). A ray is an initial or final segment. The order-open (respectively order-closed) 
rays of X are the sets X and 0 and those which can be put in the form (p, -) = {Z 1 
5 > P> or (+,P) = 1~ I z < p} (respectively the form [p, -) = {Z 1 2 3 p} or 
(-, p] = {CC / 2 < p}). A ray is called delimited if it is either order-open or order- 
closed and undelimited otherwise, and we refer to (p, --+) and (t,p) as the rays openly 
delimited by p. The set X is complete if every ray is delimited; it is bounded if it has 
two end points. A subset of X is proper if it is not X or 0; it is nontrivial if it has more 
than one point; and two points of X are adjacent if one immediately precedes the other. 
An interval of X is a ray or any intersection of rays; and we shall, for example, write 
(P, 41 for (P, -) n ( +-: 41. By a maximal interval in a subset A of X we mean a maximal 
member of the set of all intervals of X which are contained in A. If A c X, we define 
the rays A’ and A’ by putting 
A’= u[a.-) and A” = U (t.a]; 
atA PEA 
and we have, immediately: 
Lemma 2.1. The set A c X is, respectively, a final segment, an initial segment or an 
intervaloff ifandonlyifA=A’, A=A’orA=A’nA’. 
In referring to the subsets of an ordered space, we shall always use the unmodified 
terms ‘open’ and ‘closed’ with their topological-not their order-related-meaning; and 
we write ‘cl A’ for the closure and ‘int A’ for the interior of a set A. We shall frequently 
abuse language by calling a point p open or closed if the set {p} is open or closed. 
A point is decided if it is either open or closed and undecided if it is neither. 
3. Well-formed spaces 
Recall that, if the topology on an ordered space X is generated by a collection of 
rays, it is a ray topology and X is a well-formed space. If, in particular, the subbase 
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is the set of all order-open rays, the topology is the interval topology, which we shall 
write ~interval, and the space is a LOTS. We call the topologies, respectively generated on 
an ordered set by all its initial and all its final order-open segments the initial topology 
7 initia’ and the jinal topology lfina’. 3 
Throughout this section, let X be a well-formed space. The following two results are 
clear. 
Lemma 3.1. The intervals of the form U n V, where U is an open initial and V an open 
final segment, constitute a base for the topology of X. 
Corollary 3.2. Let p E X. Then 
cllk -) = cl@) u [P, -), +,Pl = (+,A u cl-b). 
Lemma 3.3. Let A be an open (respectively closed) subset of X. Then the sets A’ and 
A’ are open (respectively closed). 
Proof. If A is open in X, we can, for each a E A, find an open initial segment U, 
and an open final segment V, such that a E U, n V, c A; so A’ = UaEA V, and 
is open. If A is closed and p $ A’, then p 4 A; therefore there exists an open initial 
segment containing p which does not intersect A and hence cannot intersect A’. So A’ 
is closed. 0 
Lemma 3.4. A point p E X is closed (respectively open) if and only if the rays openly 
delimited by p are open (respectively closed). 
Proof. ‘If’ is trivial; ‘only if’ follows from Lemma 3.3. 0 
Lemma 3.5. The closure of an interval (and so, in particular; of a point) of X is an 
interval, and the closure of a ray is a ray. 
Proof. Let I be an interval and J its closure. Let p E J’ fl J’, and suppose p $ J. If 
U is an initial and V a final segment, and both intersect I, then, unless U n V is empty, 
it too intersects I; so, by Lemma 3.1, some open ray-say a final segment-containing 
p must fail to intersect 1. But then p < q + q 6 J, which contradicts p E J’, so that 
the first result follows, using Lemma 2.1; and this result implies the second, since any 
interval containing a ray is a ray. 0 
Lemma 3.6. Each maximal interval in an open (respectively closed) subset of X is open 
(respectively closed). 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.1 for an open and from Lemma 3.5 for a closed 
set. 0 
3 On the ordered reals, these two topologies are respectively called, in classical usage, the upper and the 
lower-or, more recently, the lower and the upper-topology. 
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4. Subspaces, quotient spaces and inverse limits 
A function cp between ordered spaces is order-preserving if p < q implies q(p) < 
p(q). It is a map if it is continuous and an isomorphism if it is an order-preserving 
homeomorphism. 
A subspace of the ordered space X is-to within isomorphism-the ordered space Y 
obtained by equipping a subset of X with the restricted ordering and topology, so that the 
inclusion map Y 4 X is an order-preserving embedding. Clearly, if X is well-formed, 
so is every subspace. 
A quotient space of the ordered space X is-to within isomorphism-the ordered 
space Q obtained by equipping a partition of X into intervals with the topology and 
ordering induced on it by the topology and ordering of X, so that the projection X t Q 
is an order-preserving quotient map. 
Theorem 4.1. Every quotient space of a well-formed space is well-formed. 
Proof. Let 7r be the projection of the well-formed space X onto a quotient space Q. 
Let G be open in & and let J be a maximal interval in G. Since 7r is surjective and 
order-preserving, the set 1 = 7r-l (J) is a maximal interval in the open set n-’ (G); 
so (by Lemmas 3.6 and 3.3) I’ and I+ are open in X. But I’ = F’(J’) and 
1’ = -ir-‘(.I’): so J’ and J’ are open in &; and it follows, by Lemma 2.1, that G 
is a union of intersections of pairs of open rays. q 
Let W be an inverse spectrum of ordered spaces X,, with order-preserving connecting 
maps 7r$ : X, --t X0. Let X be the limit of X considered as a system of topological 
spaces, and let 7ry : X h X, be the projections. We can order X by putting z < y if 
and only if 7ra (z) < ‘iroi(y) for some cy. Each projection is then order-preserving and X 
is the limit of X in the category OrdTop. If the spaces X, are well-formed, then the 
sets of the form rr; ’ (U,), where U, is an open ray in X,, constitute a subbase for the 
topology of X. But these sets are rays; so X too is well-formed. Briefly: 
Theorem 4.2. Every inverse limit of well-formed spaces is well-formed, 
5. The separation axioms: GO spaces 
Write ‘Tz’, ‘7;’ and ‘Td’ for ‘Hausdorff’, ‘regular T, ’ and ‘normal TI ‘. As we shall 
see, for well-formed spaces all three axioms are equivalent to the axiom T,. 
Recall that a generalized ordered (or GO) space is a subspace of a LOTS and thus is 
certainly a well-formed T, space, for n = 1,2,3. The converse result (see, for example, 
[8, Section 17A.231 or [18]) is due to Tech. 
Theorem 5.1 [7, Section 91. Every well-formed Hausdo$space is a GO space. 
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Corollary 5.2. If I is the topology of a well-formed space X, the statements 
(a) X is a GO space, 
(b) X is Tl, 
(c) I 3 7interval, 
(d) X is Hausdoe 
are equivalent. 
Proof. We have noted that (a) + (b); that (b) + (c) follows from Lemma 3.4; (c) =$ 
(d) trivially; and (d) + (a) by the theorem. 0 
Since inverse limits of Hausdorff spaces are Hausdorff, it follows from Theorem 4.2 
and Corollary 5.2 that any inverse limit of GO spaces is a GO space. 4 
A topological space is monotonically normal [lo] if, to each pair of disjoint closed 
sets A4 and N one can assign a pair of disjoint open sets U > 111 and V > N in such 
a way that, if M and N are replaced by sets M’ > M and N’ c N, then U and V 
are replaced by sets U’ > U and V’ c V. Junnila [12] defines a topological space to 
be utterly normal if it is T3 and satisfies what we shall call the Junnilu condition: it 
is possible to choose a neighbourhood base B, at each point x in such a way that if 
U E B,, V E By and if 5 $! cl V, 9 $ cl 17, then U and V are disjoint. Using Borges’s 
characterization of monotonic normality for T3 spaces [5], it is clear that every utterly 
normal space is monotonically normal. Whether every monotonically normal T3 space is 
utterly normal is not known. 
Heath, Lutzer and Zenor proved [lo] that GO spaces are monotonically normal. In fact, 
they are utterly normal [6,12]. By contrast, well-formed spaces which are not T, are not 
in general normal, let alone monotonically so. 5a6 They do, however, possess what one 
may regard as a vestigial form of normality, described precisely by the Junnila condition. 
The proof is a simple modification of Junnila’s proof just cited. 
Theorem 5.3. Every well-formed space X satisfies the Junnila condition. 
Proof. Choose a well-ordering 3 of X. Let N, be the collection of all initial segments 
of X which are neighbourhoods of x. If the set N, = n N, is open, define P, = {N,}; 
if not, define P, to be the collection of all initial segments (-,p) such that p is the 
+-first point of the set (t, p] \ N,. Define &, analogously to Px, with final segments 
replacing initial ones throughout, and put 
Bz={~n&lP~Pm QE&,}. 
It is then straightforward to verify that (a 3: Zen is a family of neighbourhood bases for )
X satisfying the terms of the Junnila condition. 0 
4 Conversely, every GO space is an inverse limit of LOTS [18]. 
5 Consider the ordered set (0, 1,2} with the topology generated by { { 0, 1 }, { 1,2}}. 
6 Well-formed bitopological spaces, however, are, in a natural sense, monotonically normal [17]. 
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6. Equivalent, irreducible and dual topologies 
A subset of a topological space is called saturated if it is the intersection of a family 
of open sets; it is called cosaturuted if it is the union of a family of closed sets. The 
cosuturution of a set A is the union of all closed sets contained in A. A space in which 
every saturated set is open is called an Alexundroff (or quasi-order) space [l]. 
The specialization of a topological space is the relation a between its points, where 
‘z a y’ means that 1~ E cl(y). We shall call two topologies on the same set equivalent 
(respectively coequivulent) if, whenever 5 a y in one topology, then z <1 y (respectively 
;q a 2) in the other: that is, if every set saturated in the one is saturated (respectively 
cosaturated) in the other. Clearly, if a topology is TO or TI, the same is true of any 
equivalent or coequivalent topology, and all TI topologies on the same set are both 
equivalent and coequivalent. 
Let X be a set equipped with a topology 7, and put I,,, for the family of all saturated 
subsets of X. Then 7,,x is the largest topology on X equivalent to 7; and 7 = 7,,x 
if and only if X is Alexandroff. If ?-,i” denotes the topology on X generated by the 
collection of all interiors of sets of the form X \ {p}, a topology 7’ is equivalent to 
7 if and only if 7min c 7’ c lmax [2]. Note that, if 7 is Tl, then I,,, and Tmin are, 
respectively the discrete and the cofinite topology on X. 
Now assume that X is ordered and that 7 is a ray topology. It is easily seen that, in 
this case, the set of all saturated rays is a subbase for the topology lmax; so lmax is again 
a ray topology. The cofinite topology on R illustrates that, in general, 7min is not. To 
construct the smallest ray topology equivalent to 7, put ?;, for the topology generated 
on X by the interiors, with respect to 7, of its order-open rays. By Lemma 3.5, the 
interior of any ray is a ray; so Zm is a ray topology, and we shall call a well-formed 
space or its topology 7 irreducible if 7 = ;TK. 
Theorem 6.1. Let I and 7’ be ruy topologies on the ordered set X. Then 7’ is equiv- 
alent to 7 ifund only if zm c 7’ c Imax. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, int(X \ {p}) = int(p> -) U int(t,p); so 7min c ‘&,., and the 
condition is sufficient. By Corollary 3.2, int(p, -) = X\((+,p]~cl{p}), which depends 
only on p and the equivalence class of 7; so the condition is necessary. 0 
A topology on an ordered set which has a subbase of order-open rays will be called 
openly generated. Trivially, if 7 is openly generated, 7 c linterva’. 
Lemma 6.2. Every openly generated topology is irreducible. 
Proof. If 7 is openly generated, each of its generators is a generator of ‘&; so the result 
follows from Theorem 6.1. 0 
From Lemma 6.2, Corollary 5.2 and the equivalence of all TI spaces we deduce: 
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Lemma 6.3. The only irreducible Tl ray topology on an ordered set is the interval 
topology. 
Let 7 be a ray topology on an ordered set X. The class of ray topologies coequivalent 
to 7 cannot be empty, for it contains the Alexandroff topology I* consisting of all sets 
which are cosaturated in 7; so there exists a unique irreducible topology coequivalent 
to 7: namely the topology ‘7O = 7;. This is generated by the interiors of the order- 
open rays of X in the topology I’, and these interiors are just the cosaturations of the 
order-open rays of X in the topology 7. If 7 is itself irreducible, then (7’)’ = 7 and 
we shall refer to the two irreducible topologies (or the two spaces they define on X) as 
duals. This duality is a special case of the ‘ray duality’ defined in [ 171. 
Any TO topology coequivalent to itself is 7’1; so it follows from Lemma 6.3 that the 
only self-dual TO topology on an ordered set is the interval topology. 
In general a ray topology and its dual may exhibit quite dissimilar properties. 
Examples 6.4. The initial and final topologies on any ordered set are openly generated 
and coequivalent and are therefore-by Lemma 6.2-duals. But the dual of the compact, 
connected topology openly generated on the unit interval [0, l] by the collection pna’ U 
{(t, l/2)} is the topology generated by linitia’ U {[l/2, +)}, which is neither compact, 
nor connected, nor openly generated. 
7. Selective spaces 
It will be convenient to give the names ‘Tn’ and ‘Tut to the following two axioms for 
a topological space, respectively due to Bass [4] and Youngs [22]: 
Tn : paqar=+p=qor q=r, 
Tnn : pau,pav, qQu, qaw+p=qor u=v. 
If X satisfies either axiom, so does every subspace of X and every space with an 
equivalent or coequivalent topology; ’ clearly, moreover [3]: 
Tl =+ Tuti =+ Td =+ To. 
The set {1,2,3,4} with the topology generated by {l}, {2}, {1,2,3} and {1,2,4} 
satisfies Td but not Tnn. For well-formed spaces, however, the two axioms coincide. Call 
a well-formed 70 space in which p a q only if p and q are either identical or adjacent a 
selective space. 
Lemma 7.1. Let X be a well-formed space. Then the statements 
(a) X is Tnu, (b) X is Tn, (c) X is selective 
are equivalent. 
’ Note that a space satisfies 2’8 if and only if the small inductive dimension of the equivalent Alexandroff space 
is 0 or 1 [4,21]. 
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Proof. As observed, (a) implies (b), and (b) implies that X is Ta. So, if (b) is true but 
(c) is false, there exist p,q, r E X such that p < q < T and p u r, say. But then, 
by Lemma 3.1, p a q and q a r, which contradicts (b). Finally, let (a) be false, so 
that there exist p, q, u, w E X such that p # q, u # u and p, q E cl(u) n cl(~). The 
two points p and q can each be equal or adjacent to both u and w only if one is u 
and the other 11, in which case p a q and q a p, contradicting the To axiom; so (c) is 
false. 0 
Recall that, in a TO space X, every finite closed set other than 0 has the prop- 
erty of being either the closure of a point or the union of two proper closed sub- 
sets, and that X is sober if every nonempty closed set has this property. Although 
the Hausdorff axiom implies sobriety, the example of Iw with the cofinite topology 
shows that the Ti axiom does not; but, for well-formed spaces, the Tn axiom is suf- 
ficient. ’ 
Theorem 7.2. Every selective space X is sober 
Proof. Any infinite closed set F in X contains points p < q < r for which p, r #I q. 
Let FI = F n cl [q, -) and FZ = F n cl (-, q]. Then p 4 F,, T +i! F2 (by Corollary 3.2) 
andF=FiUFz. 0 
We prove now a series of structural lemmas which will be needed later. 
Lemma 7.3. Every point in a selective space is either closed or adjacent to a closed 
point. 
Proof. If p is not closed, there must exist q # p such that q E cl(p); and p is adjacent 
to q. But (by Lemma 7.1) r E cl(q) + T a q a p + T = q; so q is closed. 0 
Lemma 7.4. Let X be a selective space and q E X. Then: 
(a) either (q, -) is open, or q has an immediate successor r and (r, -+) is open; 
(b) either (+-, q) is open, or q has an immediate predecessor p and (t,p) is open. 
Proof. We prove (a). If q has no immediate successor and z > q, then 2 $ cl(q); so 
there exists an open interval lz containing 2 but not q. Therefore (q, --+) = Uzc>q I,, 
which is open. If q has the immediate successor r, there similarly exists an open interval 
1, containing 2 but not q for every z > r; and Uz>r I,--which is either (q, -) or 
(r, +)-is open. Cl 
Lemma 7.5. The topology of a selective space X has a subbase of delimited rays. 
Proof. Let g E G, where G is an open interval of X. We construct a delimited open 
final segment V satisfying g E V c G’ as follows. If G has a first point m, we put 
8 The To axiom is not: consider B with the upper topology. 
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V = G’ = [m, +), which is open, by Lemma 3.3. If G does not, we can choose q E G, 
not adjacent to g, such that q < g. Now, if (q, -) is open, we put 
If not, then, by Lemma 7.4, q has an immediate successor T and we can take V to 
be (T, -+). We construct a delimited open initial segment U satisfying g E U c G’ 
analogously. Then, by Lemma 2. I, g E U n V c G, and the result follows from 
Lemma 3.1. 0 
Lemma 7.6. Every undelimited ray in a selective space is both open and closed. 
Proof. Let V be an undelimited final segment, and let ‘u E V. Choose p, q E V such 
that p < q < 21. By Lemma 7.4 there exists u E [p, q] such that (u, -) is open and is 
therefore a neighbourhood of u contained in V. So V is open; and its complement is 
open by the same argument. •I 
Lemma 7.7. Every ray in a selective space is either open or closed. 
Proof. Suppose the set (p, -) is neither open nor closed, so that (by Lemma 7.4) p has 
an immediate successor q. Since [q, +) is not closed, it follows from Corollary 3.2 and 
Lemma 3.5 that p 4 q. But, similarly, since (c,p] is not closed, q a p; so p = q- 
a contradiction. 0 
Theorem 7.8. A well-formed space X is selective if and only if it satisjies the following 
conditions for each p E X: 
(a) every order-open ray is either open or closed, 
(b) ifp has no immediate successor (respectively predecessor), then (p, -) (respec- 
tively (+, p)) is open; 
(c) ifp has two adjacent points, then (p, -) and (c, p) are both open or both closed. 
Proof. We have already proved the necessity of (a) and (b). Assume (c) fails for some p. 
By Lemma 7.7, this implies that, say, (p, ---f is closed but not open and (+--,p) is open ) 
but not closed. But this is impossible; for, by Lemma 7.4, if p immediately precedes q, 
either (p, -) is open or (t,p) = X \ (q, -) is closed. Suppose conversely that the 
three conditions are satisfied and p < q. By (a), either (p, -) is open and q A p, or 
(c, p] is open and p +I q. It remains to show, assuming p and q are not adjacent, that 
each has a neighbourhood not containing the other. But if the set (p, q) is not empty, 
either (i) it contains a point possessing two adjacent points, in which case the result 
follows from (c), or (ii) it contains a point with no adjacent points and the result follows 
from (b), or (iii) every point in (p, q) has exactly one adjacent point. In this last case, 
(p, q) certainly contains a pair of points ‘U < ‘o adjacent only to each other; so u has 
no immediate predecessor and v no immediate successor, and the result again follows 
from (b). 0 
We cite the following theorem from [ 181 
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Theorem 7.9. A well-formed space is a quotient of a LOTS if and only if every ray is 
either open or both closed and order-closed. 
Using Lemmas 3.4 and 7.6 and Theorem 7.8, Theorem 7.9 yields the following result. 
Theorem 7.10. A well-formed space is selective if and only if it is a quotient space of 
a LOTS and every point adjacent to two others is decided. 
The selective spaces, therefore, can be identified with those decompositions of a LOTS 
into intervals in which every interval possessing an immediate neighbour on each side 
is either open or closed. 
Theorem 7.11. A selective space is irreducible if and only if its topology is openly 
generated. 
Proof. Let 7 be a selective irreducible topology, and let GO and Gt be the sets of all 
delimited open rays which respectively are and are not order-open. By Lemma 7.5, (-&UGt 
generates 7. Suppose Ga generates a topology 7’ strictly smaller than-and hence, by 
Theorem 6.1, not equivalent to--l; so there exist points 2; y (where .?: < y, say) such that 
z #I y in 7, but IC a y in 7’. This implies there exists (-. p] E Gt such that z < p < y. 
Since (+, p] is not order-open, the point p has no immediate successor, and we can 
choose a point T E (p, y). But then, by Lemma 7.4, either (-, 7.) or (-. r’)-where 7.’ 
immediately precedes r-belongs to &, and contains 2, contradicting the hypothesis that 
z a y in 7’. Thus 7 is openly generated. The converse follows from Lemma 6.2. 0 
Corollary 7.12. A selective space is irreducible if and only if evel?; delimited open ray 
is order-open. 
Proof. ‘If’ follows from Lemma 7.5; ‘only if’ from the observation that any ray which is 
a union of finite intersections of order-open rays is either order-open or undelimited. 0 
Note that the dual of an irreducible selective space X-being coequivalent to X- 
is again selective. We shall show below that, for a selective space, connectedness and 
compactness each imply irreducibility, and both are properties inherited by the dual space 
(cf. Example 6.4). 
8. Examples: the Khalimsky and Smyth spaces 
We exhibit two groups of examples which serve as prototypes of openly generated- 
and hence irreducible-selective spaces. All are connected. 
The integers Z, with their usual ordering and the topology generated by the family of 
all rays openly delimited by an even integer, constitute (by Lemma 6.2) an irreducible 
selective space IK, which we call the Khalimsb line [ 141. Any subspace of IK whose 
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underlying set is an interval of Z is a Khalimsky space. The Khalimsky spaces are the 
quotient spaces obtained by decomposing an interval of R into locally finite families of 
intervals of the form (a, b) or [c, d]. 
If we replace ‘even’ by ‘odd’ in the definition of K, we obtain the dual space IKO, which 
is obviously isomorphic to K. The dual X0 of a Khalimsky space X is the subspace of 
R” on the same underlying set as X, whose topology merely interchanges the identities 
of the open and the closed sets in X. Note that X0 is isomorphic to X only if X is K, 
empty or a singleton. 
For our second group of examples, we put S = ID x { 1) U IR x (0) U ED x {- l}, where 
ED is the set {77~/2~ ( m, n E Z} of dyadic rationals in R, and give S the lexicographic 
order. If we now write x+ and x- for (z, 1) and (x, -1) and write 2 for (x,0), then 
5’ becomes an ordered extension of R in which every dyadic rational r has been given 
both an immediate successor r+ and an immediate predecessor r_. The Smyth line is 
the irreducible selective space S obtained by equipping 5’ with the topology generated 
by all rays openly delimited by real numbers. 9 The subspace SJ of the Smyth line on 
an interval J of S will be called the Smyth space on J. 
Smyth spaces can be constructed as the limits of inverse sequences of Khalimsky 
spaces. To illustrate this for SJ when J = {x E S 1 0 6 2 < I}, let K, (n = 0, 1,2,. . .) 
be the quotient space obtained by decomposing the interval [0, l] of IR into the 2n intervals 
(O> 1/2n), (1/2n,2/27,. .) (1 - l/2%, 1) 
and 2” + 1 singletons of the form {k/2n}. We define the map 7r,” : K, + K, (for 
m 3 n) by the requirement that r,“(A) (where A E K,) is the interval B E K, 
satisfying B > A. Then the limit of the inverse sequence 
of well-formed spaces and order-preserving maps is the Smyth space SJ, with projections 
TiT, .. s J --+ K, such that (i) if q E IR, then 7rn (q) is the member of K, which contains the 
point q, and (ii) if r E ID, then 7rIT,(r_) (respectively 7rTT,(r+)) is the interval belonging to 
K, which either contains T or has r as its supremum (respectively infimum). 
The dual So of the Smyth line is the well-formed space obtained by equipping S with 
the topology generated by the rays openly delimited by the points q (q E Iw \ D) and the 
points T+ and T_ (T E JD). The dyadic numbers r are closed points in S and open points 
in So, whereas the points r+ and r- are undecided in S and closed in So. All nondyadic 
reals are closed in both spaces. The dual of the subspace SJ of S on an interval J is the 
subspace on J of the dual space So and, like SJ, is the limit of an inverse sequence of 
Khalimsky spaces and order-preserving maps. lo 
9 Smyth constructed this space as an example of a computationally reasonable representation of the real line 
1201. 
lo Note that if, in the example considered above, each Khalimsky space K, is replaced by its dual, the 
connecting maps T,” defined there remain continuous. 
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9. Connected ordered spaces 
Lemma 9.1. A well-formed space X is connected if and only if no proper ray in the 
space is open and closed. 
Proof. Suppose P is a proper open and closed subset of X which is not a ray. Choose 
a maximal interval A in P. At least one of the rays A’ and A’ is proper; and, by 
Lemmas 3.6 and 3.3, both are open and closed. •I 
Lemma 9.2. Every interval I of a connected well-formed space X is connected. 
Proof. If not, then, by Lemma 9.1, some proper initial segment S of I is open and 
closed in I. Let G be an open set in X such that S = I n G, and let S’ be the maximal 
interval in G which contains S. Since S is proper, it must be a final segment of S’; so 
S’ = S’+, which is open (by Lemmas 3.6 and 3.3). Similarly S’ (which is proper) is 
closed; so X is not connected. 0 
Theorem 9.3. Every connected well-formed space is locally connected. 
Proof. Clear, from Lemmas 3.1 and 9.2. 0 
Call a point p of a connected ordered space X an ordered cut point if the connected 
components of X \ {p} are (p: -) and (c,p). 
Lemma 9.4. In a connected well-formed space X every cut point is ordered and decided, 
and every decided point is either an ordered cut point or an end point. 
Proof. That a cut point p in X is ordered follows from Lemma 9.2. Then, since (p. -) 
and (c. p) are open in X \ {p}, but X is connected, either both (p, -) and (+-, p) or 
both [p. -) and (+--,p] must be open in X; so p is decided. The final statement is clear 
from Lemmas 3.4 and 9.2. 0 
Lemma 9.5. A connected ordered space X is well-formed if it is locally connected and 
eve? point is either an ordered cut point or an end point. 
Proof. Assume X has the stated properties and B is a base of connected sets for its 
topology. Then every set U in B is an interval; for if there exist p < q < T such that 
p, T E U, q $ U, then (-, q) and (q, -) separate U: a contradiction. If U is not a ray, 
then each point p E U is an ordered cut point of X. Therefore either (p, -) or [1), -) 
is open. It follows that U’ -and similarly U--is open; so, by Lemma 2.1, U is an 
intersection of two open rays, completing the proof. 0 
Example 9.6. Khalimsky et al. [ 14,151 call a connected topological space a COTS (ab- 
breviating ‘connected ordered topological space’) if, of any three points, one is a cut 
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point separating the other two. Equivalently, a COTS is the underlying topological space 
of a connected ordered space in which every point is either an ordered cut point or 
an end point ([15, Theorem 71). By Theorem 9.3 and Lemma 9.5, the ordered space 
is well-formed if and only if it is locally connected. ‘I If it is well-formed and 70, it 
is selective (for if p < q < r and q is an ordered cut point, then p #I r and r +I p), 
and, by Lemmas 9.4 and 7.7, every point is decided. ‘* Conversely, if every point in 
a connected well-formed space is decided, then, by Lemma 9.4, the space is a COTS. 
Note that the Khalimsky spaces and the dual Smyth line are COTS; the Smyth line is 
not. 
For selective spaces, we can use Lemma 7.6 to weaken the condition for connectedness 
in Lemma 9.1. 
Lemma 9.7. A selective space is connected if and only if it is complete and no proper 
order-open (01; equivalently, order-closed) ray is open and closed. 
Theorem 9.8. Let X be the underlying ordered set of a connected selective space with 
topology 1. Then no ray topology on X which is strictly smaller than I is selective, 
and no ray topology on X which is strictly larger than 7 is connected. 
Proof. If 7’ is a ray topology strictly smaller than ‘7, then some proper ray E which is 
open in 7 is not open in 7’. Since 7 is connected, E is not closed in 7, nor, therefore 
in 7’; so-by Lemma 7.7-7’ is not selective. If 7” is a ray topology strictly larger 
than 7, there exists a proper ray F which is open in 7” but not in 7. Since 7 is 
selective, F must-by Lemma 7.7-be closed in 7, and hence also in 7”; so 7” is not 
connected. 0 
We recall that, if a space X is selective, so is any space with an equivalent or co- 
equivalent topology: in particular, when X is irreducible, so is the dual space. 
Theorem 9.9. Every connected selective space is irreducible and has a connected dual. 
Proof. The first assertion follows from Theorems 6.1 and 9.8. To prove the second, 
let 7 be an irreducible selective topology on X; then, since (7’)O = 7, it will- 
by Lemma 9.7-be enough to show that any order-open ray A which is open and closed 
in 7 is also open and closed in 7O. Since the order-open rays which are closed (and 
hence cosaturated) in 7 are generators of 7“, certainly A is open in 7’. On the other 
hand, X \ A is order-open-by Corollary 7.12-and is closed in 7 by hypothesis; so 
this, too, is open in 7’, and the result follows. 0 
‘I The set P. with the topology generated by the usual open sets and the set of all rationals shows that this 
condition can fail. 
I2 The only COTS which is not TO is the 2-point set with the indiscrete topology. 
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Note that, by Lemma 6.3 and Theorem 6.1, every connected GO space is a LOTS. 
Examples 9.10. The set { 1,2.3,4}, with the usual ordering, equipped with 
(a) the discrete topology, 
(b) the topology generatedby {(l,-),(2,+),(+:3),(t,4)}, 
(c) the initial topology, 
shows that a ray topology may be (a) irreducible and selective but not minimal among 
the selective topologies, (b) minimal among the selective topologies but not connected, 
(c) maximal among the connected ray topologies but not selective. 
We now come to a sequence of results whose purpose is to establish an algorithm for 
constructing all the connected selective topologies on a complete ordered set. 
Let ‘adj p’ denote the number of points adjacent to a point p in an ordered set. 
Lemma 9.11. In any nontrivial connected selective space X: 
(a) no point is both open and closed, 
(b) if adjp = 0, the point p is closed; 
(c) if adjp = 1 and p is not an end point of X, p is closed or undecided; 
(d) if adjp = 2, or if p is an end point of X, p is closed or open; 
(e) of any two adjacent points, one is closed and the other open or undecided. 
Proof. (a) is trivial, and (b), (c) and (d) follow from Theorem 7.8. To prove (e), let p 
immediately precede 9, and suppose first that [CJ, -+) = (p, -) is closed. Since (p, -) 
is proper, it is not open; whence, by Lemma 7.4, (-, q] is closed. So q is closed, and- 
since (-,p] is not closed-p is either open or undecided, by Lemma 3.4. If [q, -) is 
not closed, it is open, by Lemma 7.7; so ( +, p] = (-, q) is closed, and we can repeat 
the proof, reversing the roles of p and q. 0 
Corollary 9.12. Each undecided point in a connected selective space is adjacent to one 
closed point and to no other point. 
Given a subset F of an ordered set X, let G[F] be the topology generated on X by 
the collection of all rays openly delimited by a member of F. 
Theorem 9.13. If 7 is the topology and F the set of closed points of a connected 
selective space, then I = G[F]. I3 
Proof. G[F] c 7, by Lemma 3.4. To prove ‘T c G[F], let p E X and suppose (p, -) is 
open but not in G[F]. Since, therefore, p is not closed, (+,p) cannot (by Lemma 3.4) be 
open; so, by Theorem 7.8(b), p has an immediate predecessor. As (p, -) is not in G[F], 
it is proper; so, since it is open, it cannot be closed, and therefore, by Theorem 7.8(c), 
p has no immediate successor. But, using Lemma 7.3, this implies that 
” ‘Connected’ cannot here be weakened to ‘irreducible’: see Example 9.10(b). 
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so (P> -) 6 GPI- a contradiction-and the result follows from Theorems 9.9 
and 7.11. q 
Let X be an ordered set, and write p N q if [p, q] U [q,p] is finite. Call the equivalence 
class of p under the relation N its adjacency component. A subset F of an ordered set 
X is admissible if (al) F intersects every adjacency component and (a2) of any two 
adjacent points, exactly one belongs to F. 
Theorem 9.14. Let X be a complete ordered set. Then the set of closed points in any 
topology making X into a connected selective space is admissible. Conversely, if F is 
an admissible subset of X, then the topology G[F] makes X into a connected selective 
space in which F is the set of closed points, and it is the only topology which does 
so. 
Proof. The first result is clear from Lemma 9.11; so assume F is admissible and that 
X has been given the ray topology G[F]. To prove X is selective, let p < q. If p and q 
are adjacent, then one of them-say q-belongs to F, so that p 9 q. Assume now that 
they are not adjacent. If some point T E F satisfies p < T < q, then certainly p $I q 
and q +I p; so suppose F n (p, q) = 8. If p N q, this-by (az)-implies that p, q E F, 
which in turn implies p fl q and q +I p; so suppose p + q. Then (p, q) is infinite, which 
contradicts the hypothesis that it contains no point of F: by (a2) if it contains at least 
two adjacent points and by (al) if it does not. 
Suppose next that (p, -) is proper, open and closed. Then (+-, p] is proper and open, 
which-in a space whose topology is G[F]-implies that p has an immediate successor 
q E F. Since [q, -) = (p, -) is proper and open, the same argument shows that p E F, 
contradicting (a& so X is connected, by Lemma 9.7. 
Clearly all points in F are closed. Suppose some closed point p is not in F. If p has 
an immediate predecessor or successor q, then q E F, by (a& so p and q are adjacent 
closed points, contradicting Lemma 9.11. Hence {p} is an adjacency component, which 
contradicts (al). So G[F] IS a topology in which F is the set of closed points. By 
Theorem 9.13, there are no others. 0 
Given a complete ordered set X, one constructs an admissible set F c X-and 
hence a connected selective topology 7 = G[F] on X-by first choosing a point in 
each adjacency component and assigning it to F and then recursively assigning each of 
any remaining points in the component to F (respectively X \ F) if and only if it is 
adjacent to a point already assigned to X \ F (respectively F). In constructing F, one 
must thus choose, for each nontrivial adjacency component of X, one of two permitted 
distributions of its points between the sets F and X \ F. Let F* be the admissible subset 
of X obtained by reversing each of the choices made when constructing the admissible 
set F, and let I* = E[F*]. 
Theorem 9.15. The topologies 7 and 7* are duals. 
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Proof. By Theorem 9.9, we need only prove that 7 and I* are coequivalent. Let p < q 
and p a q in 7; so p and q are adjacent and q $ F. Since adj q > 0, it follows that 
q E F* ; so (by Lemma 3.4) (t, Q) is open in I*, whence its complement (1), -) is not 
(for I* is connected); and consequently q a p in T*. An identical argument proves that 
q a p in 7* implies p a q in 7. 0 
Let X be a connected selective space, let XD be the subspace on the set of decided 
points of X, and let p : X ---f X D be the order-preserving function which maps each 
undecided point to its adjacent point (see Corollary 9.12) and each decided point to 
itself. As a subspace of a selective space, XD is selective. The next result proves it is 
connected. 
Theorem 9.16. p is a retraction. 
Proof. To prove that p is continuous, it will, by Theorem 9.13, be enough to show 
that P = p-‘(X” n (a, -+)) is open for every closed point a E X. But P is ei- 
ther (a’, -) or (a,+), according as a does or does not have an undecided immedi- 
ate successor a’, and-since, if a’ exists, it cannot (by Corollary 9.12) have an im- 
mediate successor-P is open: by Theorem 7.8 in one case and Lemma 3.4 in the 
other. 0 
Examples 9.17. 
(a) The real line is a retract of the Smyth line [20], but not of its dual; for every 
nontrivial connected subspace of the dual space contains open points. 
(b) By Theorem 9.16, the subspace formed by the decided points of any connected 
selective space is a COTS (see Example 9.6). 
Theorem 9.18. The topology of a connected selective space X determines its ordering 
to within inversion. 
Proof. We show that, given the order of a single pair of distinct points, a, b, the topology 
determines the order of every pair of points p, q in X. Since it follows from Lemma 9.11 
that, if X is nontrivial, so is XD, we can choose a, b E XD. By Theorem 9.16, XD is 
connected; so, by Lemma 9.4, each point of XD is either an ordered cut point or an 
end point. This implies that the order of a, b determines that of any pair p, q in XD; for 
this can be found by listing, for the complements in X of each of the points a, b, p, q in 
turn, how the remaining points are partitioned between its connected components [ 151. 
But-given the topology of X-the ordering of XD determines the ordering of the whole 
of X. For if p is a decided and q an undecided point of X, then p < q if and only if q 
belongs to the closure in X of the set {z E XD / p < z}; while, if p and q are distinct 
and both undecided, then p < q if and only if p* < q, where p* is the decided point 
adjacent to p: and this we can identify topologically as the unique cluster point of the 
set {p}. q 
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10. Compact selective spaces 
Theorem 10.1. A selective space X is compact if and only if it is complete, bounded 
and irreducible. 
Proof. If X is not complete and bounded, it must, by Lemma 7.6, contain a closed 
nonempty (say) initial segment U with no last point; and this (by Lemma 7.3) has 
the cover { (c,p) 1 p E U, p closed}, which is open (by Lemma 3.4) but has no 
finite subcover. If, on the other hand, X is not irreducible, then (by Theorem 7.11 and 
Lemma 7.5) it contains an order-closed open ray-say the final segment V-which is 
not order-open; so X \ V is a closed nonempty initial segment U with no last point, 
and the same argument applies. Conversely, if X is complete and bounded-so that the 
interval topology on X is compact-and if the selective topology 7 on X is irreducible, 
then by Theorem 7.11, 7 c ‘Tintewa’; so 7, too, is compact. 0 
Corollary 10.2. Every compact selective space has a compact dual. 
By Lemma 9.7 and Theorems 9.9 and 10.1, every bounded and connected selective 
space is compact. 
11. Inverse limits of selective spaces 
It is straightforward to verify that the limit in the category of topological spaces of an 
inverse spectrum of Tu spaces is Td. Combining this result with Theorem 4.2, we obtain: 
Theorem 11.1. Every inverse limit of selective spaces is selective. 
Lemma 11.2. Let X be the limit of an inverse sequence of well-formed spaces X, and 
order-preserving surjective maps. Then: 
(a) if each X, is selective and irreducible, so is X; 
(b) if each X, is complete, so is X; 
(c) if each X, is bounded, so is X. 
Proof. We shall write rr,” : X, + X, for the connecting maps and 7rn : X --) X, for 
the projections. Given an index no and, for every n 2 720, a point IC, E X, satisfying 
7riTn+l(Z,+1) = XT%, we shall use ‘(z,),’ to denote the thread 5 E X for which n,(z) = 
z: when tz 2 no. Since the connecting maps are surjective, so are the projections [9, 
Section 2.5.B]. 
(a) X is selective, by Theorem 11.1. If it is reducible, then, by Corollary 7.12, it 
contains an order-closed open ray (-, p], say, which is not order-open; so p has no 
immediate successor. Put 7riT, (p) = p,. Since rrn is surjective and (c, p] is open in X, 
there exists RO such that, for all indices n > no, the set (+,pn] is open in X, and has 
inverse image (+-, p,+l] under 7rn n+l. Take n. 3 no. By Corollary 7.12, (+,P~] must be 
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order-open; so p, has an immediate successor qn. It follows that ~~Z+‘(Q~+I) = qn; so 
X contains a thread (qn)n which immediately succeeds p: a contradiction. 
(b) Let U be a proper initial segment and V the complementary final segment of X. 
For each n, then, the sets U, = 7rn(U) and V. = 7rn (V) are proper initial and final 
segments of X, which are either complementary or intersect in at most one point. If X, 
is complete, so that U, and V, are delimited, either U,, must have a last or V, a first 
point; and-since the connecting maps preserve such points-we can assume that, for 
every R, it is the initial segment, U,, which has a last point, 7~~~. Then (u~)~ is a thread 
u of X; and U = (t,~], V = (u,+). 
(c) If a, is the first point of X, for every n, then the thread (n,), is the first point 
OfX. 0 
Theorem 11.3. The limit X in OrdTop of an inverse sequence of connected selective 
spaces X, and surjective order-preserving maps is connected and selective. 
Proof. Let 7rn be the projection of X onto X,. Suppose X contains a proper order- 
closed ray (-, p] which is open and closed. By Theorem 11.1 and Corollary 7.12, p 
has an immediate successor q, and so (c,p] and [q, -) partition X into proper disjoint 
open sets, which is impossible, since it implies that, for sufficiently large n, the sets 
(t , nn (p)] and [7r, (q), -) similarly partition X,. The result follows from Lemmas 11.2 
and 9.7. 0 
From Theorem 10.1 and Lemma 11.2 we conclude: 
Theorem 11.4. The limit in OrdTop of an inverse sequence of compact selective spaces 
and surjective order-preserving maps is compact and selective. 
We do not know whether Theorems 11.3 and 11.4 hold for inverse spectra other than 
sequences. I4 Even for inverse sequences, they fail without the selectivity condition. 
Example 11.5. For n > 1, let X, be the well-formed, connected and compact space 
obtained by giving the interval [0, l] of IR the topology generated by all sets [O,p), all 
sets (q, l] with q > l/n and the set (0). Taking the identity functions as connecting 
maps, the limit of the inverse sequence (X,),, 1 JJ... is neither connected nor compact. 
12. Cardinal functions on selective spaces 
A number of the relations which hold between the cardinal functions on a LOTS [ 11, 
Section 21 hold also on a GO space [ 191. As the following results illustrate, they continue, 
I4 In the category of well-formed bitopological spaces a result corresponding to Theorem 11.4 holds for arbitrary 
spectra [17]. 
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in many cases, to do so on a selective space X. l5 Assume, for convenience, that X is 
infinite; and write c(X) for the cellularity (or Souslin number), X(X) for the character 
and IX] for the cardinality of X. 
Lemma 12.1. If Y is a subset of X which is well-ordered by the ordering < of X, then 
IYI 6 c(X). 
Proof. If pt , ~2, ~3, ~4, ps are successive elements of Y, then, by Lemma 7.4, the interval 
(pt,ps) of X contains a nonempty open interval; and it follows (since /XI is infinite) 
that X contains at least JY) disjoint nonempty open subsets. 0 
Theorem 12.2. 1x1 < 2’cx). 
Proof. This follows from the lemma and the observation [ 11, 2. lo] that, for any ordered 
set (X, <) and cardinal 6, the inequality (XI > 2” implies that X contains a subset of 
cardinality greater than z9 which is well-ordered either by < or by >. q 
Theorem 12.3. x(X) 6 c(X). 
Proof. Suppose X(X) > c(X), so that, for some p E X, the local character (Y of X 
at p satisfies (Y > c(X). Since, by Lemma 7.4, every neighbourhood of p must contain 
a neighbourhood of the form [a, b], there exist sets A, B c X such that the family 
{[a, b] 1 a E A, b E B} is a base for the neighbourhoods of p. But A is ordered 
by <, so it contains a cofinal set A’ well-ordered by <; and, similarly, B contains a 
co-initial set B’ well-ordered by >. Then t3 = {[a, b] I a E A’, b E B’} is another 
base for the neighbourhoods of p; so (a] 3 (Y. Since c(X) is infinite, so is a; whence 
]B] = max{lA’(, I-B’]}. It follows that X contains a subset, well-ordered either by < or 
by >, whose cardinality exceeds c(X), in contradiction of Lemma 12.1. 0 
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